
NIGHT TERRACE SEASON ONE TO BE RELEASED OCTOBER 23

Creators of ABC1's Outland, ABC2's The Bazura Project and the Splendid Chaps podcast 
launch a new audio science fiction series starring Jackie Woodburne (Neighbours' Susan 
Kennedy) and guest starring Chris Taylor (The Chaser), Francis Greenslade (Mad As Hell), 
Alan Brough (Spicks & Specks, Kath & Kim), Cal Wilson (Slideshow), Virginia Gay (Winners 
& Losers), Jane Badler (V, Mission: Impossible).

Jackie Woodburne has had many adventures on Australian television in the last 30 years. 
As Julie "Chook" Egbert in Prisoner she was held hostage by terrorists, terrorised by the 
Freak as part of a blackmail scheme, and caught up in a prison riot. As Susan Kennedy, 
her Neighbours character of 20 years, she's been enmeshed in a love triangle with Dr Karl 
and Izzy, had retrograde amnesia and recently gave Lou an emergency tracheotomy 
with a ballpoint pen during a tornado. 

But she's never travelled into space to fight monsters and foil alien invasions.

Until now.

Jackie stars in the new eight-part audio comedy series Night Terrace, created and written 
by John Richards (co-creator/writer of  ABC1's Outland), Lee Zachariah (half of the ABC's 
The Bazura Project and Chaser writer) and the team behind the Doctor Who podcast 
Splendid Chaps.

Jackie plays Anastasia Black, a scientist who used to save the world as part of a secret 
government organisation but now just wants a quiet retirement in the suburbs. She's 
understandably miffed when her house unexpectedly starts travelling through space and 
time. She'll travel from the ancient past to the distant future, from pre-historic Melbourne to
the edges of human understanding, all the while trying to find a way home.

Joining Jackie are actor/comedian Ben McKenzie (Ben McKenzie Is Uncool at MICF, C31's 
Planet Nerd) and actor/singer Petra Elliott (Petrasexual, Noises Off, Inside Out at La 
Mama).

The series also features a stellar guest cast, including Chris Taylor (The Chaser), Francis 
Greenslade (Mad As Hell), Alan Brough (Spicks & Specks, Kath & Kim), Cal Wilson 
(Slideshow), Virginia Gay (Winners & Losers), Toby Truslove (Utopia, Outland, The Strange 



Calls), Cate Wolf (The Doctor Blake Mysteries), Adam Richard (Spicks & Specks, Outland) 
and Jane Badler (the evil Diana from classic sci-fi series V, and the 1980s incarnation of 
Mission: Impossible).

There's even cameos from Andrew Hansen of The Chaser and Nicholas Briggs - voice of 
the Daleks in the BBC's Doctor Who!

Night Terrace consist of eight half-hour audio episodes, released online simultaneously as a
full season, in the style of modern US content producers like Netflix. 

This marks the third production for the successful Splendid Chaps Productions team. They 
formed to make the live discussion podcast Splendid Chaps, a project to celebrate the 
fiftieth anniversary of Doctor Who in 2013, which toured the country, topped the iTunes 
charts in both Australia and the UK and was deemed "a smash hit" by Time Out magazine.

For the 2013 Melbourne Fringe Festival they created Songs For Europe: Two Short Plays 
About Eurovision which played to rave reviews and packed houses ("a snappy script and 
brilliant actors... an impressively rendered telling of loss, hope, art and spirit." - Crikey).

To fund Night Terrace The Chaps decided to go directly to their listeners through a highly 
successful crowdfunding campaign via Kickstarter, raising over 150% of their original 
funding target. Not only did supporters pre-purchase the series in order to get it made, but
some paid extra for rewards like having their name mentioned in the show, performing a 
line of dialogue, or even receiving a custom-pressed 12" clear vinyl LP with a message 
specially recorded just for the backer.

But why did these industry names use Kickstarter to crowdfund the show rather than more 
traditional models?

Series Head Writer John Richards: “Science fiction has always been under-represented in 
Australian film and television, despite the fact it's a genre we're really good at, so we were 
looking for another way to tell these stories. We also really love audio as a medium, and 
sadly radio drama isn’t something we do in Australia any more. So we're looking to the 
future, embracing the freedom of the online form."

John adds, "Plus the special effects are much more affordable when they're inside your 
head. They look better, too.”

Night Terrace will be on sale from October 23rd at nightterrace.com 
$30 for the complete series of eight half-hour episodes.

You can find more information at nightterrace.com 
download hi-res images at nightterrace.com/media

For more information, interviews or to request a review copy, 
please contact media@nightterrace.com 
or Ben and John directly on 0403 711 425.

Cast and crew are available for interview.



Created by Ben McKenzie, David Ashton, Petra Elliott, John Richards, Lee Zachariah

Written by John Richards, Lee Zachariah, Ben McKenzie, David Ashton

and starring Jackie Woodburne as Anastasia Black

What reviewers said about Splendid Chaps: A Year Of 
Doctor Who:

"part intellectual panel discussion and part nerdy Tonight 
Show" - The Age

"combines analysis, enthusiasm and irreverence" - Sydney 
Morning Herald

"a smash hit" - Time Out

What reviewers said about Songs For Europe: Two Short 
Plays About Eurovision:

"the writing is crisp and multi-layered and the 
performances terrific. ...you should consider this an 
absolute must-see of the Fringe." - Stage Whispers

"The performers are consistently terrific and the writing 
surprises at every turn... Full of heart, it's a work that has a 

spike under every joke"" - Sometimes Melbourne

"a snappy script and brilliant actors... an impressively 
rendered telling of loss, hope, art and spirit." - Crikey

What reviewers said about ABC1's Outland (co-written by 
John Richards):

“warm, accessible and very funny” - Sydney Morning 
Herald

“Pick Of The Week. Sensational writing, a great ensemble, 
and universal themes of love, loss, and friendship ... a hit” - 
The Weekend Australian

“Polished, assured and full of zing.” - The Sunday Age

“...quite frankly, one of the best Australian series I've ever 
seen. Outland is an outrageously great series” - Trespass 
Magazine

Web site: htttp://nightterrace.com 
Media available: http://nightterrace.com/media 

Email: media@nightterrace.com 
Phone: 0403 711 425

Cast and crew are available for interview. 
Review copies available.


